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Meet Homer, a dog who heads to camp to live like a wolf! Here's the perfect book for the legions of kids out
there who love dogs and funny books.   Homer is a dog . . . but he also secretly fancies himself part wolf. So
when an invitation to attend WOLF CAMP ("Where every dog can live as a wolf for a week") falls out of his
kibble bag one morning, he's determined to go. After his people finally agree, Homer boards the bus bound
for Wolf Camp, along with fellow campers Trixie and Rex. They're greeted on the other end by wolf
counselors Fang and Grrr ("they seem nice"), and what follows is an array of wolf activities, including
learning to howl, mark, and hunt. Of course, Homer's a little homesick at times, and the food isn't very good,
but that just makes heading home all the sweeter.   Perfect for all those kids anticipating camp themselves,
Zuill's debut introduces a charmer of a dog and puts him in some laugh-out-loud scenarios.
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From reader reviews:

Guadalupe Eggleston:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information currently can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even a huge concern. What people must be
consider whenever those information which is inside the former life are difficult to be find than now is taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you get the
unstable resource then you get it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Wolf Camp as your daily resource information.

Dolores Wade:

Precisely why? Because this Wolf Camp is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for you to
snap the idea but latter it will shock you with the secret this inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who write the book in such remarkable way makes the content interior easier to understand,
entertaining way but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this ever again or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of gains than the other
book have got such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking way. So , still want to hold off
having that book? If I were you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Etsuko Siler:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, limited story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not striving Wolf Camp that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be
said as the means for people to know world considerably better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be claimed constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky individual but for all of you
who wants to be success person. So , for all of you who want to start examining as your good habit, you can
pick Wolf Camp become your personal starter.

Mandy Jackson:

You could spend your free time to study this book this publication. This Wolf Camp is simple bringing you
can read it in the area, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not get much space to bring typically the
printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save typically the book in
your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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